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THE RISE OF RANSOMWARE

Over the last few years, we’ve reported repeatedly on the fact that cybercriminals are stealthy, smart, and sophisticated. 

They’re building globally organized cybercrime syndicates and, with one simple piece of malware, can generate millions 

of dollars in just a few days. Like any aggressive business, they’re capable of altering their tactics to adapt to changing 

business and technical environments.

This sophistication is perfectly illustrated by the Locky ransomware, which led the charge in making 2016 the “Year 

of Ransomware” — consider that over 90% of all malware distributed as an email attachment in 2016 was a type of 

ransomware. From another angle: Every third spam email scanned by Cyren’s GlobalViewTM Threat Intelligence Cloud in 

2016 was a ransomware email.

In addition to the sheer volume — on one day alone in March over 36 billion Locky emails were sent  — our attention 

is drawn to the manner in which the Locky payload and distribution methods were constantly manipulated, changing 

from Microsoft Office macro malware to delivery via JavaScript (with millions of variants), to actual incorporation of the 

malware inside JavaScript, and multiple other variations. It was patently clear that the organization behind Locky was 

investing time and resources to frequently adapt their approach in order to evade detection and ensure a continued, 

steady revenue stream. 

Beginning in late December 2016, the Necurs botnet distributing Locky suddenly went quiet, ending Locky distribution 

overnight and causing a 98% drop in email-attached ransomware distribution globally. And with multiple successful 

decryptions of ransomware, and several security providers offering ransomware detectors, some might have thought 

that the ransomware threat could be contained. But the profits for cybercriminals are too significant, and in 2017 we 

have already seen increased use of Cerber ransomware distributed in a “Ransomware-as-a-Service” (RaaS) model 

(where affiliates distribute the ransomware, while the Cerber developers earn a commission from each ransom 

payment). And, as described in the report below, we have also recently detected “companion malware,” with Cerber 

ransomware installed alongside click-fraud malware. 

So we can say that despite the Locky downturn, ransomware is not going away, and only time will tell us what will 

appear in the vacuum left by the drop in Necurs botnet activity. The positive news is that by deploying security which 

has the cloud scale and comprehensive “Big Data” intelligence to detect and stop new malware outbreaks quickly, 

businesses can ultimately contribute to reducing the economic payoff calculation for the cybercriminals and, at the 

same time, defend their organization.

Lior Kohavi 
Chief Technology Officer, Cyren
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BY THE BILLIONS 

 

Malware activity surged dramatically during 2016 as a direct result of ransomware, with emails carrying malware — 

the preferred manner of ransomware distribution — detected by Cyren increasing 2302% (!) in 2016, and specifically 

ransomware emails accounting for over 95% of all malicious malware emails.  

While Cyren’s global security cloud captured instances of historically common ransomware during the year, such as 

CryptoLocker, a number of new ransomware variants also appeared, including Petya (which targets a computer’s startup 

drive by rendering the master boot record inoperable), Nuclear (an exploit kit enabling cybercriminals to tailor their 

attacks based on locations and computer configurations), and Samas or Samsam (which compromises servers, uses the 

servers to compromise other networked machines, and then holds the system ransom). 

In addition, several new families of highly sophisticated ransomware were discovered during the year that, once installed 

on computer systems, are more or less impossible to unscramble: TeslaCrypt, CryptoWall, and, of course, the biggest 

one of all, Locky, which was responsible for 37 BILLION infected emails during a single record day in March.

SOPHISTICATED RANSOMWARE 
NOT ENTIRELY UNEXPECTED
In 2015 a number of cybersecurity professionals, 

including Cyren researchers, predicted that ransomware 

was going to increase in 2016, based on the continuing 

upward trend in the volume of ransomware over the last 

few years, and the money-making opportunity available 

to cybercriminals through ransomware distribution. The 

fact that ransomware has become notably sophisticated 

and increasingly difficult to crack is not entirely 

surprising either. Cybercriminals are always attempting 

to stay several steps ahead of cybersecurity measures.

EXPECT FURTHER SHIFTS IN  
RANSOMWARE PATTERNS
This subtle shift means that the ransomware problem 

is only going to become more prevalent as criminals 

now need little experience or training to develop a well-

obfuscated form of ransomware that can make them 

tens of thousands of dollars in a month or even week. 

FOCUS ON RANSOMWARE

In this special threat trend report, Cyren updates an in-

depth look at ransomware, with special study of Locky, 

the malware phenomenon of 2016, but covering other 

types of ransomware as well. This review touches on how 

they work, who they are targeting, and how researchers 

are coming to understand and block them. We hope this 

detailed view contributes not only to your understanding of 

Locky, WannaCry, Jaff and their ilk, but more generally the 

mechanics of how ransomware works.
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UNDERSTANDING  
RANSOMWARE 
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Representing more than 76% of all malware distributed during 2016, 
Locky was singularly responsible for shutting down thousands of 
personal computers and business systems, with ransomware demands 
ranging from about $200 to an estimated $20,000 and higher in 

bitcoin equivalent, depending on the type of organization or individual attacked.

It sounds like a plot right out of an X-Files episode. “Locky”—a deceptively simple, yet highly dangerous form of 

ransomware—has managed to infect millions of computers in 114 countries worldwide, shut down operations at 

countless corporations (including major hospital centers), and mutate into new variants millions of times, all in just 

a little over one month.

The power and uniqueness of the Locky story can be summarized as follows:

 • Locky represents the first extensive use of JavaScript as an email delivery method.

 • Because JavaScript is relative easy to code in, cybercriminals have created more Locky variants than any other 
type of malware during the year. Cyren observed 1.5 million variants in a single day.

 • Cybercriminals engaged in massive Locky distribution, with over 36.6 billion infected emails in a single day, 
pushing the overall daily average of email-malware up from 1.4 billion in February to 7.1 billion in March.

 • The Locky malware is being stored and served from a vast number of compromised websites—over 1 million 
infected URLs were tracked by Cyren in a single quarter.

 • Locky doesn’t just infect the files on the individual computer system; it has the power to encrypt all files on 
shared network drives.

FIRST DETECTION
Cyren researchers first detected Locky in mid-February 2016, and have been closely tracking (and blocking) Locky’s 

march across continents ever since. 

During the initial phase, criminals delivered the Locky malware load via documents containing macros which, when 

activated by the user/victim, downloaded and installed the ransomware. When originally discovered, the botnet 

behind the spam mail was found to be the same one that delivers the infamous Dridex trojan. Locky is also spread 

via exploit kits.

By early March, cybercriminals had switched 

their distribution method to something far 

more dangerous—JavaScript (JS) embedded in 

.ZIP, and .RAR files. The archived JS files came 

as attachments in massive email outbreaks 

with widely varying subjects such as:

:

76% 

Subject: photo with u

UNDERSTANDING LOCKY
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RE:  Additional Information Needed #032593

RE: Outstanding Account

Sent: Photos 4

 Email: sheet_11634803.xls

UNDERSTANDING LOCKY
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JavaScript is the world’s most often used programming language; it is also one of the three primary technologies 

(along with HTML and CSS) used in World Wide Web content production. In the case of Locky, cybercriminals chose 

JavaScript to aid in their malware delivery efforts because JavaScript is so ubiquitous in email and on the Internet 

that most systems view it as benign. The JS files are all provided with random file names such as the example below 

(also showing the small size of 6KB):

To further avoid detection, the main Locky binary components arrive as packed executables that are unique for 

each distribution wave, so identifying commonalities is difficult. (Although after unpacking, the core ransomware 

components are essentially the same in each version.) Locky does not attempt to conceal its registry entry—boldly 

adding a “Locky” entry under “software.” 

Once the JavaScript is run, it connects to a compromised website and initiates a download of the malware. Upon 

execution, Locky determines the primary language of the computer system; if the system is operating in Russian, 

the malware deletes itself. If any other language is set, the malware infects the machine, encrypting the victim’s 

files (including videos, images, documents, and source code) and renaming them with the file extension “.locky.” In 

addition, if the victim holds a bitcoin wallet on their computer, Locky first steals the bitcoin value, then scrambles 

the wallet data. Any files located in connected networks, servers, or drives (including removable drives that are 

plugged in at the time), regardless of the operating system (Windows, OS X, or Linux) are also infected with Locky.

Once encryption is complete, the malware replaces the wallpaper, and adds text and image files to the desktop on 

the victim’s computer screen displaying a message with instructions on sending a specific number of bitcoins (1/2 

to 1 bitcoin equaling approximately $200 to $400 for individual computers to 50 or more bitcoins, equaling $20,000+ 

for larger corporations). The operators of Locky have been seen to use multiple bitcoin accounts. 

Unfortunately, because in most instances the $200 - $4000 ransom is relatively small compared to the cost of 

replacing the computer or the lost data, most victims pay up, further perpetuating the Locky crime spree and 

enabling the cybercriminals to earn substantial amounts of money. 

UNDERSTANDING LOCKY
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Analysis of the Locky outbreak since its inception shows that the 

criminals behind the ransomware campaign pay close attention to 

the Locky penetration and infection rates, as scripts and code are 

altered and further obfuscated over very short periods of time. In fact, 

in one day Cyren Labs observed 1.5 million different variants of the 

JavaScript dropper.

How Ransomware Works

 

 

 

 

Malware Delivery1
You receive a spam 
message containing 
malware or a 
malicious URL.

Ransomware Download 2
The malware down-
loads some version 

of ransomware.

Encryption3
The ransomware 
encrypts your files. 

Ransom Notice 4
You are given  

a ransom notice 
with a deadline. 

Payment5
You are required 
to pay with Bitcoin 
via TOR

Decryption 6
Attacker provides 

decryption key upon 
receipt of payment.

HOW RANSOMWARE WORKS
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HOW LOCKY EVOLVED
In the first few weeks of its emergence in February 

2016, Locky was spread using malicious document 

attachments. Users who activated the macros in 

these documents unknowingly downloaded the main 

malware component from servers which have been 

linked to the Necurs botnet used by infamous banking 

Trojan Dridex. 

Locky’s delivery method quickly changed to JavaScript 

which is lightweight and highly dynamic, and which 

made it easier for the Locky distributors to quickly 

obfuscate and manipulate their code to evade anti-

malware products. The initial growth was phenomenal 

– by March 2016 Cyren’s honeypots saw 1.5 million 

unique variants of the JavaScript downloader in one 

24-hour period. Huge outbreaks of malware email 

traffic with Locky JavaScript variants represented 90% 

of all malware attachments. 

Throughout 2016 Locky was adapted by its creators 

in several ways to decrease the chance of detection 

by security offerings. The continued adaptation 

illustrates that the effectiveness of the delivery and 

of the ransomware was continually monitored. A 

chronology of some tactical changes include:

• June: The JavaScript downloader added 3 layers of 

obfuscation 

• June: Locky would only run as executed by the 

JavaScript downloader, complicating sandbox 

analysis of the ransomware on its own 

• July: New JavaScript uses a decryption routine 

before running the binary executable

• July: Email attachments switched to Word macro 

and then to Windows Script File (WSF) to allow 

mixing the scripting languages JScript and VBScript 

within a single file

• August: JavaScript used again – but with layers of 

obfuscation

• August: Actual ransomware component is packaged 

as a DLL binary instead of an exe

• September: Email attachments switched to HTA 

files with embedded JavaScript

EVADING DETECTION THROUGH ADAPTATION

In 2016, one out of every three spam emails was ransomware. 
- Cyren Security Lab

Necurs — a notorious botnet — spread like wildfire across 

the globe until October 2015, when it was taken down by an 

international law enforcement effort. A few months later, the 

botnet mysteriously reappeared and began distributing the 

Dridex and Locky malwares, only to vanish again in early June 

2016. A few weeks later, the botnet reappeared and began 

spamming new Locky ransomware. Necurs went quiet again 

in October 2016, but reemerged after a few weeks of pushing 

out record numbers of Locky ransomware. Then in January 

of 2017 the Locky outbreaks abruptly stopped again — from a 

ransomware perspective, Jaff appears to be the “new Locky” 

being distributed by Necurs.
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CERBER RANSOMWARE

Cerber ransomware first appeared in February 2016 offered in the 

form of Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS), where affiliates distribute 

the ransomware, while the Cerber developers earn a commission from 

each ransom payment. In February 2017 Cyren detected fresh outbreaks 

of Cerber ransomware being distributed using variants of a popular 

malware distribution tool known as “Nemucod”. In other words, the 

affiliate has chosen a well-known download malware that can be easily 

transformed into thousands of variants to make its detection difficult. 

Once the email with the Nemucod attachment is successfully delivered 

(having bypassed ineffective email security) the social engineering tempts 

the recipient to activate the file. The attack was based primarily on email 

messages with zipped JavaScript attachments with filenames conforming 

to “DOC{10 digit}-PDF.js” and various invoice-related subjects.

Following more detailed analysis of the JavaScript attachments, we identified 2 major variants of Nemucod malware, 

each variant comprising hundreds of samples that all connected to a single distribution site hosting the ransomware. 

The two major variants are detected by Cyren as JS/Nemucod.GE!Eldorado and JS/Nemucod.ED1!Eldorado. Nemucod 

(“Documen” spelled backwards) is a known family of downloaders that have been used to distribute many different 

types of malware. In June, we reported use of Nemucod to download Locky. The vast number of variants are used to 

make signature based antivirus detection more difficult. 

Both variants of Nemucod retrieve 

a harmless looking JPEG file “cer.

jpg” – although the “cer” already 

provides a hint about the payload. 

Once downloaded, the .jpg extension 

is replaced with .exe allowing 

execution of the ransomware. Once 

activated the Cerber ransomware 

encrypts a wide range of document 

and image files and then places the 

following message in each folder. 

There is currently no free decryptor 

available for Cerber. 

RANSOMWARE-AS-A-SERVICE

Cerber ransomware attachment delivered  
by Nemucod

Cerber ransomware instructions for recovering files
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TWO-FOR-ONE SPECIAL: CLICK-FRAUD AND RANSOMWARE IN ONE GO

IIn March 2017 Cyren detected variants of Kovter click-fraud malware being distributed by the Kovter malware team along 

with “companion” Cerber ransomware. Once the recipient has unknowingly activated the downloader, both pieces of malware 

are installed and activated. Once it has encrypted files on the victim’s machine, the “companion ransomware” will announce 

its presence – and the victim will immediately be aware of existence of malware on their computer. However, the click-fraud 

malware is designed to operate silently without being detected – and we therefore speculate why a malware distributor would 

take the chance of their malware being discovered because of the companion ransomware: 

1. While Cerber will be running alongside Kovter, Cerber will only encrypt 

document or image type files in the system leaving the victim with almost 

nothing to work on. The victim might now leave the system idle and this is 

the ideal environment for the click-fraud malware to get to work. 

2. Once Kovter has been installed, it becomes file-less and is not easy 

to detect since most of its components are encrypted and stored in the 

registry. Therefore if the victim removes Cerber and restores their files they 

may inadvertently leave Kovter installed. 

3. If the user pays the ransom then the Kovter team get earnings from the 

Ransomware – and the user may think the threat has been removed and 

continue running a system that has Kovter installed. 

Delivery failure notifications are the most commonly used themes in the malware distribution as shown below. 

 The ZIP file contains a folder with a javascript, using the same name as the ZIP file, which Cyren heuristically detects as JS/

Downldr.HX2!Eldorado. The first executable that is downloaded, “exe1.exe”, is yet another variant of the Cerber Ransomware, 

which Cyren detect as W32/Cerber.MX. The ransomware searches for and encrypts files in the affected system, leaving behind 

ransom notes in the encrypted folders and changes to the desktop wallpaper.

The second executable, “exe2.exe”, disguised as the media player “WinAmp”, is a variant of Kovter which is heuristically 

detected by Cyren as W32/Kovter.T.gen!Eldorado. Similar to the known variants of this malware, it also employs file-less 

persistence in the system by hiding its components in the system registry and also taking advantage of Windows Power 

Shell to load and execute its core module into memory. Since Windows Power Shell is a key component in its persistence 

mechanism, it will first check if Windows Power Shell is installed in the system and (if not) will download and silently install 

the legitimate Windows patch installers for this Windows component. 

Once the malware has put everything in place to persist in the system, it 

proceeds to gather system information and it sends this out to its control 

server at either hxxp://185.117.72.90/upload.php or hxxp://185.117.72.90/

upload2.php. It uses a config file, which is encrypted and stored in the 

malware binary RCDATA resource. This config file contains a lot of info 

needed by Kovter to run its malicious routines, including the download and 

control server links used during its initial routines. Being an Adware Click 

Fraud Trojan, the malware then proceeds to silently visit websites triggering 

clicks on advertisements by injecting Javascript code that automatically play 

document element tags as shown in the figure to the right.

COMPANION RANSOMWARE

Kovter adclick fraud script

Kovter package delivery failure email “from USPS”
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NEW EVASIVE RANSOMWARE DEMANDS $3800 PER INFECTED PC

There are strong indications that the same group responsible for Locky and Dridex returned to 
action on May 8, 2017, when the Necurs botnet began to distribute a new Locky-style ransomware 
email campaign with malicious PDF attachments and an initial global attack of around 20 million 
emails. Dubbed Jaff, distribution volume for this ransomware began to build quickly, with Cyren 
detecting and blocking 50 million and then 65 million Jaff emails on ensuing days. 

The Necurs botnet, now five years old and the largest spam botnet in the world with an estimated 6 million 
zombie endpoints (see Cyren’s special threat report on botnets), had gone quiet at the end of 2016 and through 
the beginning of 2017. Because of the Necurs botnet’s size, we predict that this attack campaign will be persistent 
and large-scale over the course of 2017. Initial Locky distributions in Q1 2016 were about one-tenth the size of the 
massive Locky attacks seen in Q4 2016 — if this pattern holds true, future volumes of Jaff will be enormous.

Compared to other ransomware campaigns, Jaff is asking for an unusually high ransom payment, 
approximately $3,800 per infection. The high-profile WannaCry initially asks for $300 by comparison.

Hyper-Evasive: Tactics Varied in Every Wave to Evade Detection

The attackers are varying all parts of the attack during each wave to  
make detection of the emails and various files more complex:

• The names of the files and the email subjects are randomly changed

• The order of actions taken by the PDF script is changed

• The Word macro that constructs the download link and downloads  
the file is different in each variant

• The download links are changed

How Jaff Works 

Jaff is distributed via an email campaign sent from the Necurs botnet. Ransomware emails usually contain a 
message body designed to trick the user into opening the attachment, but here Jaff differs. The email contains 
only an attachment, and the message body is either blank or just has the name of the attachment — we assume to 
make users curious enough to simply open the attachment. In the first attack, the emails had simple names like 
Document_[random number].pdf and Scan_[random number].pdf. Subsequent outbreaks mainly used attachment 
names with only numbers. The attached PDF has an embedded docm file — a document file containing a macro. 
Depending on the version of Adobe, the document will either prompt the user to open the embedded doc, or 
it will automatically launch MS Word. Once opened, the user is prompted to enable editing and content. 

Jaff ransomware payment demand page

LOOK OUT FOR JAFF: THE LOCKY OF 2017?
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WANNACRY INFECTION SPREADS RAPIDLY, COURTESY OF THE NSA

The WannaCry ransomware (aka WannaCrypt, WannaCryptor, and WCrypt) captured the public’s imagination upon its 
release on May 12, infecting thousands of PCs within just a few hours of its first appearance, and spreading rapidly to over 
150 countries. There were early reports of disruption at the likes of British National Health Service medical centers and 
German Railway ticket computers, and at businesses like FedEx and Telefonica, which apparently ordered employees to 
disconnect their computers from the corporate network in an attempt to stymie the spread of the ransomware. 

Given that rocket-like trajectory and global media “share-of-mind,” 
it’s interesting that analysts, including Cyren researchers, have noted 
a certain hurried quality to WannaCry, some calling it “amateurish,” 
considering aspects like the low level of actual payments (around $50,000 
in the first two weeks), the use of only three Bitcoin addresses for 
payment, and the use of a kill switch with a hard-coded URL, which led to 
its initial distribution being stopped inadvertently by a 22-year-old British 
security researcher. Decryption tools have also already been released for 
WannaCry. 

But its notoriety is connected to the fact that unlike most ransomware, 
which is delivered via email, WannaCrypt has worm-like capabilities, and 
those capabilities use an exploit discovered by the U.S. National Security 
Agency and leaked by the hacking group “The Shadow Brokers”. 

WannaCry infects any open remote desktop session (specifically using Microsoft’s Remote Desktop Protocol) on the 
infected machine using a known NSA exploit called “ETERNALBLUE,” which was leaked by the “Shadow Brokers” hacking 
group. The “ETERNALBLUE” exploit is used to spread the WannaCrypt ransomware leveraging a Windows SMBv1 protocol 
vulnerability for which Microsoft had issued a patch in March — but evidently many, many governmental institutions, 
businesses and individuals had yet to install the patch. 

THE WANNACRY “RANSOMWORM”

WannaCry payment instructions page

IT MANAGER SURVEYS IN US AND UK: RANSOMWARE A REALITY
In separate surveys in the U.S. and the UK, IT and security managers rated 
ransomware their second greatest threat concern, and confirmed that ransomware 
infections are indeed prevalent, although at a significantly higher rate in the U.S. 
than in the UK. The surveys, which covered a range of security-related topics, were 
conducted by Osterman Research in the U.S. in June 2016 and in the UK in March 
2017. Free copies of the survey reports are available at the Cyren website.

In the UK, data breaches were top-of-mind, just ahead of ransomware and 
“targeted attacks/zero-day exploits,” while in ths U.S. phishing was the highest 
rated concern, with targeted attacks just behind ransomware. 

With respect to infection rates, 5 percent of UK respondents reported facing a 
ransomware infection within the past 12 months, with smaller organizations  
(fewer than 1,000 employees) reporting twice the rate of infection when compared to larger companies (2,500-5,000 employees),  
6 percent vs. 3 percent, respectively.

The US survey showed a markedly higher rate of self-reported infection, with 23 percent of managers indicating a ransomware 
infection in the previous year. Ransomware was third in terms of infection rate, after phishing (43%) and a virus or worm infection (36%).
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Cyren researchers Sigurdur Stefnisson and Arna Ösp 
Magnúsardóttir provide an in-depth look at the  

JavaScript-based malware “Locky”.

During 2016, researchers at Cyren Labs were heavily immersed in understanding the 

latest threat targeting computers and systems worldwide—Locky. Fortunately, the hours 

and effort have not been in vain, as researchers have discovered unique insights into the 

why and how the Locky ransomware has propagated.

  

IN-DEPTH WITH THE  
RESEARCHERS WHO TRACKED 
THE LOCKY RANSOMWARE

Locky seemingly came out of the blue and caught 
everyone unaware. Why?

ARNA ÖSP MAGNÚSARDÓTTIR: It is not so much 

that cybersecurity professionals were caught 

unaware; it is more a natural progression in the 

way cybercrime tactics are developing. In the case 

of Locky, cybercriminals have a found better way to 

deliver malware to hide it from antivirus protection—

and that delivery method is JavaScript. It is easy to 

adapt to avoid detection.

Why use JavaScript for malware?

SIGURDUR ‘SIGGI’ STEFNISSON: The use of 

JavaScript provides cybercriminals with unique 

distribution benefits. JavaScript is lightweight 

and found almost everywhere on the Web. It 

is something you can run on any browser and 

platform. In addition, it is also very easy to program 

in, so building and manipulating delivery malware 

in JavaScript costs the cybercriminal much less in 

money and time. The programmer’s skill level also 

doesn’t have to be as high.

Is JavaScript harder to detect?

ARNA: Malware written in JavaScript is the perfect way 

to obfuscate. The malware is much harder to detect, 

because it is simply not possible to block all JavaScript 

messaging being distributed via email. Quite a bit of 

legitimate email gets programmed and distributed 

using JavaScript. You can also create significantly more 

variants of Locky droppers with simple changes in 

JavaScript programming. We have now started to see 

other malware groups using JS as well. 

How does Locky operate?

SIGGI: Locky encrypts the data on the victim’s 

computer and requires the victim to pay a ransom 

to get their data back. It also has the ability to lock 

files on the network, not just the local drive, but 

also shared drives and networks.. In addition, Locky 

deletes any local back-up files. Basically, any data 

that is accessible from your computer is at risk and 

ultimately will be encrypted. If you have a Bitcoin 

wallet on your computer containing Bitcoins, Locky 

also steals the existing Bitcoins.

TRACKING RANSOMWARE
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How does the JavaScript work with Locky?

ARNA: The JavaScript acts as a downloader. The 

recipient opens the email and the attachment, 

where they see a request to run the JavaScript. The 

JavaScript then fetches the payload from a URL link 

and executes the ransomware. 

Are the URLs all existing compromised websites?

ARNA: Cyren has seen Locky using a variety of 

different compromised sites. In fact, compromised 

sites are the only ones we’ve seen. There are almost 

as many compromised sites as there are unique 

samples—an extraordinary number of compromised 

URLs—over 1,000,000. In fact, Cyren has focused 

our efforts extensively on identifying the URLs and 

payloads. Because Cyren sees so many emails on a 

daily basis (over 17 billion transactions daily) we can 

harvest the bad URLs and protect our customers from 

visiting those websites.

What is wrong with paying the ransom?

SIGGI: First, Cyren strongly advises people not to 

pay. Cybercrime and ransomware proliferate because 

victims are willing to pay. Because the bitcoin charge 

is the equivalent of about $400 (for home users; 

more for corporate users), most victims view the cost 

as comparatively cheap compared with the hours 

it would take to get their data back or buy a new 

computer. But, the reality is that by paying, victims are 

encouraging the growth of ransomware. Individuals 

and companies need to begin taking measures to 

avoid becoming a victim in the first place. 

If people do pay, are the decrypters provided by 
the cybercriminals working?

SIGGI: The decrypters are mostly working, but we are 

aware of instances where they haven’t worked. And, 

guess what? Cybercriminals don’t offer a support desk!

Can the decrypters include downloaders or 
droppers with more malware? 

ARNA: It is always possible, but we haven’t seen any 

yet here at Cyren.

What are the most common distribution methods?

SIGGI: Originally we were seeing emails with 

document attachments containing macros. Now it is 

mostly being sent via email as an attached .ZIP file. 

We’re also sometimes seeing it in .RAR files.

What are the subjects of the emails that contain 
Locky malware?

ARNA: It varies. I saw one email that was an invoice, 

supposedly from Google, telling the recipient that they 

needed to pay something. It was clearly written with 

the intent of getting the recipient to open the file.

Which countries or regions are being targeted?

ARNA: Locky is everywhere. Based on what we’ve 

seen, I’d say it is currently affecting at least 60% to 

70% of countries globally, with varying degrees of 

penetration. Some countries like France and Germany 

are more heavily affected than other countries. 

Interestingly, Locky is not targeting Russians. There 

is programming in the Locky code (a language 

identifier that detects the language being used on the 

target computer) that prevents it from executing on 

a computer or system with Russian as the primary 

language. Therefore, it may be possible to install 

Russian as a second language on your computer to 

protect it from Locky.

How do we catch the cybercriminals responsible 
for Locky?

SIGGI: The same way you catch any criminal… 

follow the money. 

TRACKING RANSOMWARE
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PEAK OUTBREAK DAYS:

30 March: 36.63 billion emails

25 March: 16.87 billion emails

2 April: 16.16 billion emails

Locky Emails 
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The surge of Locky-infected emails occurred primarily during 

weekdays and between working hours (attacks are usually 

12:00 – 20:00 UTC), suggesting the campaign targets email 

recipients who are most likely at work in North America, 

South America, or Europe. 

 • On March 31, Cyren’s honeypots saw 1.5 million unique 

JavaScript samples in a 24-hour period.

 • During a seven-hour period, Locky-JavaScript variants 

represented 90% of all malware-embedded email traffic 

through Cyren systems.

 • Over 1 million unique URLs were used to host the malware. 

 • Ransom varies between $200 - $20,000 

IN THE BEGINNING 

At its launch, Cyren researchers observed phenomenal 

expansion in the Locky distribution rates.

LOCKY HITS HOSPITALS 
 
Corporate Crime & Hospital Hacks

Viral pandemics are certainly cause for a hospital to declare 

a “state of emergency.” But in the case of Methodist Hospital 

in Kentucky, the virus that caused the “internal state of 

emergency” didn’t relate to hundreds of patient-filled 

stretchers. In this instance, Locky had infected the hospital’s 

entire computer system, forcing the hospital to pay four 

bitcoins (approximately $1,600) to obtain the decryption key.

Methodist Hospital wasn’t the first 

medical facility to feel the bitcoin bite; 

in January, another California-based 

hospital system was forced to pay 

$17,000 in bitcoins as a result of another 

ransomware attack that infected their 

networks. Other medical centers to be 

infected include MedStar Health, which 

operates in the Washington, DC metro 

area, as well as Desert Valley Hospital 

and Chino Valley Medical Center, both in 

California. Law firms, tax and accounting 

businesses, and police departments are 

also reporting ransomware attacks.

According to the Vice President of Cyren’s Antivirus Platform, 

Sigurdur Stefnisson, any organization that provides a critical 

public service is at increased risk. “Organizations that provide 

services that directly affect peoples’ lives, are perfect targets 

for ransomware. Criminals know that medical professionals and 

police departments can’t afford to have their mission-critical 

systems shut down when people’s health is at risk. By the 

same token, the last thing a tax accountant wants during April 

is ransomware blocking his ability to finish tax filings for his 

clients.”

What can businesses do? Prevent and protect using a 

combination of common sense Internet security practices 

and employing cybersecurity services like email gateways 

and web security from companies that offer the benefits of 

mass-scale analysis and updates.

TRACKING RANSOMWARE
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BEST PRACTICES
With the mind-blowing increase in ransomware during 2016, there is a good 
chance you personally know an individual or company that has experienced 
an attack from Locky or another similar threat. If you work in the computer 
or security industry, you might also often be asked “What can we do to 
prevent or block ransomware attacks?”

In truth, there is no one ‘silver bullet’ that single-handedly stops all threats. But there are a series of steps you, your 

business, and your family and friends can take to significantly minimize the threat.

KNOW THE BASICS
As the old saying goes: “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” As part of any security protocol, always 

make sure these “cybersecurity 101” steps are part of your personal and business routine.

 • Back up files at least once a day (or every few 
hours): If your computer does become infected, a 
back-up will enable you to wipe the hard drive clean 
and reinstall critical software and documents, 
without paying ransoms or buying a new computer.

 • Keep a recent copy of the files stored on a system 
that is not connected to your computer: As we saw 
with Locky, the infection quickly spread between 
networked computers and systems. Several times 
per week, back up files and systems on a separate 
network.

 • Provide regular cybersecurity training to staff: 
Ultimately the strongest form of security you have 
are staff members who are educated and wary 
about the types of cyberthreats targeting them.

 • Include social engineering training: Threats don’t 
always begin with an email. Cybercriminals are 
now calling staff directly and pretending they’re 
from the help desk or systems team and requesting 
access to important data, including documents, 
user names, and passwords. 
 

 • Recognize that EVERYONE on staff is a target: In the 
world of cybercrime, both the junior intern and the 
CEO are potential targets, since both can provide 
varying degrees of access to internal systems and 
networks. Educate and protect all staff members 
not just those with access to sensitive data.

 • Train staff to NEVER EVER “enable macros”: Unless 
you’re working with software developers that 
regularly use Visual Basic, no one in your company 
will need or use macros. Further, the vast majority 
of employees will never receive any document that 
requires macros to operate. Train staff to watch 
out for files and a pop-up box that appears saying: 
“Security Warning: Macros have been disabled—
Options.” Encourage them to ignore it and forward 
the email and document to the security team 
immediately.

 • Disable the macro settings in Office software: 
Set the defaults on employee Microsoft Office 
applications to make sure that macros are disabled.

 • Remind staff, friends, and family members to not 
open unsolicited or unexpected attachments: Many 
types of malware, including ransomware are often 
embedded in attachments.

STOPPING RANSOMWARE
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IMPROVE YOUR PROTECTION
Security is a growing expense of doing business. Unfortunately, the truth is that while 

most companies employ some limited cybersecurity professionals, it is simply not 

financially feasible or resource realistic for a company to build their own security systems, 

particularly given the highly variable and complex nature of today’s cyberthreats. Most 

companies are better off outsourcing to professional cybersecurity firms that leverage the 

combination of mass scale of incoming email, with the experience and expertise to worry 

about patches and the hundreds of thousands of daily security updates. When selecting a 

cybersecurity vendor, organizations should consider these types of services and solutions:

 • Email Gateway Security: More than 90% of all cyberattacks start 
in email. Gateways protect email and infrastructure with real-time 
antispam and antimalware protection before threats reach end-users.

 • Web Security Gateway: Emails embedded with the recent Locky 
ransomware used JavaScript to link directly to malicious URLs 
that executed malware downloads. The benefit of web security 
solutions is that they can leverage the massive amount of data 
coming through a cybersecurity firm’s networks to identify and block 
compromised URLs, malware downloads, command & control (C&C) 
communications, and data exfiltration.

 • Network Sandboxing: Remember we said cybercriminals are 
becoming increasing stealthy? Nowhere is this more evident than in the amount of 
malware that is now programmed to detect when it is in a sandbox, and thus stop itself 
from executing. Networked or “multi-array” sandboxes use a variety of sandboxes, 
each with different security features to identify and stop never-before-seen malware.

 • Endpoint Security with Active Monitoring: This type of security offers constant visibility 
into various network endpoints, so companies can identify breaches more quickly. It is 
critical to make sure that your company’s endpoint security is entirely up-to-date and 
operating with information that reflects the latest threats.

ENHANCE YOUR PREVENTION
Ongoing preventative measures can also help ensure that corporate and personal systems 

remain operational, even when cybercriminals attack. 

 • Backup and Recovery: Once a backup system is implemented, conduct regularly 
scheduled full- and incremental-data backups. Then, test the backups at consistent 
intervals to ensure accuracy and data recovery procedures. Remember to retest after 
system updates or upgrades.

 • Limit Network Shared Drives: While shared drive usage is popular and offers a level of 
convenience to employees, it also has limits when it comes to security. Consider adding 
no-write permissions, limiting the number of shared drives, or reducing the extent to 
which shared drives are mapped to large or sensitive file repositories.

 • Specifically for WannaCry: Ensure that the MS17-010 security update is installed on all 
Windows machines within your organization. This applies as well to systems for which 
Microsoft has discontinued support – for this specific attack, they have issued a patch as 
well for Windows XP, 8, and Server 2003. Also disable SMBv1 on all Windows systems, 
and consider firewalling off access to all file servers.

STOPPING RANSOMWARE
THE RANSOMWARE  
HORROR SHOW 

 

Cybercriminals aren’t immune to pop 

culture references. And to their perverse 

way of thinking, what could be a more 

perfect combination than the cult-classic, 

psychological thriller “Saw” and a piece 

of ransomware that takes over your com-

puter and plays a Saw-like video as you 

watch in horror as your files are encrypt-

ed, and then deleted if you don’t comply 

with the payment demands.

The ransomware “Jigsaw” (aptly named 

after the evil serial killer in the movie) 

also immediately deletes files if the 

victim attempts to reboot the computer. 

Cyren detects the current jigsaw 

variants as W32/Jigsaw.A.gen!Eldorado, 

W32/Jigsaw.B.gen!Eldorado, W32/

Jigsaw.C.gen!Eldorado.

What is Cyren’s  
take on this ransomware? 

We give it two thumbs  

down and several glorious rotten tomato 

splats. Fortunately, you won’t have to 

suffer through this infantile horror flick. 

The Jigsaw encryption key has been 

recovered and published, enabling victims 

to remove the infection without wasting 

their money on bitcoins.
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CREATIVE RANSOM DEMANDS
One of the major differences between ransomware and other 

malware is that ransomware does not conceal its presence on 

the infected computer. The “announcement” takes the form of a 

ransomware notice. The typical notice informs the user that the 

machine has been infected, that critical files are now encrypted 

and provides instructions for paying the ransom, done in 

straightforward fashion in the Cerber notice seen to the right..

In addition to the previously discussed Jigsaw notice, in the past 

year the huge volumes of ransomware have included several 

unique versions of the ransomware notice, underscoring the 

amount of time and creativity (mis)spent on these ventures:

 • Stab-Your-Friends-In-The-Back Ransomware: Popcorn Time 
ransomware includes an option to restore decrypted files “the 
nasty way” – whereby victims can forward a ransomware link 
to “friends”. If two or more of the subsequent victims pay, the 
sender’s files are decrypted for free.

 • Fake Ransomware Offers False Hope: AnonPop ransomware 
simply deletes all user files then throws up a ransom notice 
threatening to delete all files (which have already been 
deleted). AnonPop is regarded as fake ransomware as the 
user files are not encrypted and can be easily recovered using 
file “undelete” programs.

 • Not-a-Very-Merry-Christmas: Themed ransomware such as 
the “Merry X-Mas” ransomware blends season’s greetings 
with bad tidings.

 • Play a Game to “Win”: A bored Korean student released a 
type of ransomware which requires the victim to actually play 
an anime game in ‘lunatic’ mode and achieve a score of 200 
million points (something which even the game’s creator can’t 
do) in order to unlock the computer, according to eParisExtra.

STOPPING RANSOMWARE

“Rensenware” challenges you to a game to unlock your computer

A straightforward ransom note from Cerber

Popcorn Time ransomware provides a handy link to send to “friends”

AnonPop is fake ransomware and does not actually encrypt files

Merry Christmas ransomware (as reported by Bleeping Computer)
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CYREN GLOBALVIEW THREAT INDICES  |  Q3 2016 

The Cyren GlobalViewTM Threat Trend Indices are published quarterly and are indicators of global tendencies for the 

principal types of Internet threats. The indices are compiled from operational data from the Cyren GlobalViewTM Security 

Cloud, which processes over 17 billion transactions daily.

Q1 2017 was most notable for the sharp decline in email-attached malware circulating, almost entirely attributable to the 

hiatus in Locky and Nemucod ransomware downloader blasts. The Malware Threat Index was up 41% in Q1 vs. Q4 2016, 

due to reactivation of malware activity following the seasonal holiday decline in Q4. We note that compared to Q1 a year 

ago, both total malware samples and malware URLs are up 55%, while active malicious phishing URLs being monitored 

by Cyren grew 142% to over 9 million during the last 12 months.
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